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Aluminium, the cool shiny shimmery metal that�s sleek and 
modern at the same time.It symbolizes glamour, wealth and 

the riches, staid, modesty and is magisterial.
Silver has an incredible spiritual character to heal and boost 

energy in your life.







WHITE

WOOD

SOLID COLOR

WHITE inner White

GRAPHITE inner Graphite BLUE inner White TERACO inner Ivory YELLOW inner White

GREEN inner White IVORY inner Ivory

PINE inner Ivory PINE inner Graphite CHERRY inner Ivory CHERRY inner Graphite

WALNUT inner Ivory WALNUT inner Graphite

LILAC PASTEL inner White



METAL 

FINE METAL 

CHAMPAGNE inner IvoryCHAMPAGNE inner WhiteALUMINIUM inner White

CHAMPAGNE inner Graphite

SPANISH CHROME inner Ivory SPANISH ALUMINIUM inner Graphite

SPANISH CAVA inner Graphite

SPANISH CHROME inner White SPANISH ALUMINIUM inner White

SPANISH CAVA inner Ivory

ALUMINIUM inner Graphite
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Rotative Dimmers

Creation of ambience and mood of your space will now be in your hands. 
Choose our lighting fixtures that can be dimmed and brightened. 

Choose the occasion and create the mood. 

DIMMING SOLUTIONS

Fan Regulators RJ-45 Computer/Modem Jack 
for CAT-5 & CAT-6

Telephone Jack





Twin level switches programmable light level

Indicator 
Switches

Infrared Switches with remote 
for controlling several functions 

from a distance

Push Touch Dimmer with 
timed programing perfect for 
use in passages/rest room and 

for energy saving

In simple terms, it�s your power to control your home�s appliances with your 
fingertips. Now control all of your home & office from wherever you want. 
Open or close the drapes, adjust the fan speed or your room�s lighting with 

the touch of IR remote, push touch dimmer with timed programming.

Why Infrared Switches?
Wireless Operation: Easy to install at any location at less cost, less time and less disruption

Battery less: Low on maintenance that eliminates unwanted wastage and nuisance of any sort.
Flexible: Easy to locate & relocate and can be installed on any material
Compliance: Restricted by RoHs and adheres to building regulations

Intelligent:  Owing to technological innovation, switches are self powered and remote controlled. 

LIGHTING SOLUTIONS





Luminescent Rocker Switches add filters to 
rocker to get customized luminescent rockers

The LED light is a must-have at home to rescue you from amidst darkness 
while walking up through stairs or in the pavement area. Easy to install and 

connect and gives your children and adult a better and safe facility. 

SAFETY & SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Courtesy light LED illumination of 3 lumens useful 
for staircase lighting and night lamps





Gas & Water Leakage Detector 
The gas & water leakage detector helps you with its alarm function and keep 
you and your family safe from any accidents or fire caused by the gas leak. 

The detector senses the leak of LPG gas or any water leakage and 
immediately raises an audio visual alarm so that you can take necessary steps 
ensuring safety. So be ensured that you and your family are protected by any 

fire hazards or accidents.

Smoke Detector
The smoke detector senses smoke 
caused by fire and raises an audio 

visual alarm. You could also 
choose different contact points in 

case for the fire alarm through 
audio or visual

Gas Leakage Detector and Control System

Smoke Detector Gas Electro Valve Water Electro Valve Water Detector, Flood Detection & 
Control system, Ideal for bathrooms, 

sinks and wooden floors

SAFETY & SECURITY SOLUTIONS





Digital Alarm Clock
The Digital alarm clock wakes you up with its alarm function when you want to. Too occupied to remember 

things ? Well it also reminds you of your appointments. A built-in calendar to plan your schedule and also be 
informed about the temperature. It�s just more than a Digital alarm clock for your home.

PIR Motion detector
Save the amount of energy consumed at your home and workplace and save on your money. The lights are 
switched ON only when a human movement is sensed by the detector. In the absence of any detection it 

stays off. Suitable for garage, hallway, bathroom and passages or any other work place which needs 
attention. So now, don�t worry about any switch left ON.

Thermostat for heating & Cooling
Regulation:- 5ºC to 30ºC, with 

on/off control

Detector Switch for 
electrical loads up to1000VA

Presence Detector for 
Incandescent & Halogen lighting 
loads regulation: 10sec^ 15mins 
twilight level regulation suitable 

for all types of loads

Digital Alarm Clock with Thermometer & Alarm Function

ENERGY SAVING SOLUTIONS





Speaker System, 
2W, 32�

Speaker System, 
False Ceiling 2W, 16�

Tune your music, Wireless !
Entertain yourself with the stylish Simon Wireless radio that impeccably receives radio channels 
and emits crystal clear sound within your home. The wall mounted FM radio speakers can also be 

controlled with an IR remote. 

Music will always be your first Love.
Music control system is your relaxing station in your home. The control system simply goes inside 
the wall in a flush mounted box. Connect your auxiliary mode that lets you connect any of your 

phone or to your computer as well. For optimum convenience, you can control your music either 
directly by the device or by the IR remote control.

FM Radio Digital Control Modules
l  Main Unit Not Required  l  Installation to 230V  I  5.1mm jack for earphones  

l  Upto 4 Memories  l  Auto Power off function

SOUND CONTROL SOLUTIONS





Providing Hospitality is providing peace � The solution it needs.
Come in & Wait Device

It is specially designed for hotel rooms to enable hotel guest to make his requirement known to the hotel 
staff and visitors. Through this unit hotel guests can select �Come in & Wait� or �Customized filters�. The 

unit is comprised of an actuator (inside unit) and an indicator (Outside unit).

Light Indicator
Luminous signal that changes colour 

(red-green) in relation to the position

Switch
for Come in & Wait device

Customized filters

Indicator for Come in & Wait device

HOSPITALITY SOLUTIONS





Key Tag Switches
With adjustable time delay

1 2 3 4

Electronic Switch with smart cardSpecially for luxurious hotels, making a 
guests stay as comfortable as possible. On entering the hotel room, the 

guest inserts the key card into the switch subsequently the room energizes. 
When the key card is removed from its switch, the power goes off

Digital alarm clock with inbuilt
Timer Switch

Customized 
Luminous rockers

HOSPITALITY SOLUTIONS







www.simon.co.in

Barcelona · Belo Horizonte · Brussels · Buenos Aires · Casablanca
Hanoi · Istanbul · Kiev · Lima · Lisbon · Madrid · Mexico D.F.
Moscow · New Delhi · Paris · Sao Paulo · Shanghai · Turin · Warsaw

Simon Electric Pvt. Ltd.
Studio No. 214-215 A, Plot No. 7, IHDP Business Park, Sector-127, Noida 201301, Uttar Pradesh (INDIA)
T: 0120-3912000  Toll Free: 1-800-300-20-160  F: 0120-3096800 
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